
REF: # 6929 TORREVIEJA (LOS BALCONES)

INFO

PRIS: 235.000 €

BOLIG TYPE: Rekkehus 

STED:
Torrevieja (Los 
balcones) 

SOVEROM: 3 

Bad: 3

BOAREAL ( m2
):

75

TOMT ( m2 ): - 

Terrasse ( m2 ): 26 

ÅR: -

ETASJER: -

MELDING -

BESKRIVELSE

A stunning new residential of Townhouses-Duplex style located in the 
"LOS BALCONES" area in the municipality of TORREVIEJA; an area of 
villas, residential and parks, located just three minutes on foot from the 
"Hotel Doña Monse", the "Parque de Los Balcones" and the "University 
Hospital of Torrevieja". A whole area with cafes, supermarkets and 
pharmacy. From the "solarium" of each of the 17 homes, according to its 
orientation, enjoy its privileged panoramic views of the sea, the lagoon 
and the famous Salinas de Torrevieja. The Residential consists of 72 
duplex homes, 17 of which have 3 bedrooms(all on the first floor) and 2 
bathrooms, and the remaining 55 are 3 bedrooms and 3 bathrooms 
(where one bedroom is on the ground floor). Its common areas have 
landscaped spaces and a pool of 193 meters, with hydro massage and 
beach area for children. The 17 homes, of classic style, are equipped 
with the following high quality components; Fully furnished kitchen, 
equipped with high and low cabinets, and electric boiler. Complete faucet 
that guarantees low consumption and porcelain toilets. 
Telecommunications connection socket. Pre-installation of air 



conditioning, through ducts in the bedroom. Depending on the location of 
the home, it has an indoor parking space on the porch, or a parking 
space assigned outside, next to one of the Residential entrances. 
Separation between Duplex made with "imitation wood" aluminum slats, 
just like the blinds. Smooth paint throughout the house. Exterior finishes 
with stucco and porcelain tiles. Planter in the "solarium".

ENERGETIC CERTIFIED



STIL

Modern
Contemporary

UTSIKT

Panorama
Sjø utsikt

DISTANSE TIL :

Strand : 3 Km

Flyplass: 50 Km

Sentrum : 1 Km

ORIENTERING

South East West

MØBLER

Uten møbler

PARKERING NR BILER

: 1

FLOARING

Fliser
Stein

KJØKKEN

Åpent kjøkken
Hvitevarer

HAGE TERASSER

Åpen terasse
Opparbeidet hage
Stein murer
Privat hage
Felles hage

EXTRA

Innebygde garderober



PROPERTY GALLERY



















"OUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR GUARANTEE"


